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ABSTRACT
To mitigate the rabbit hole effect in recommendations, conventional
distribution-aware recommendation systems aim to ensure that a
user’s prior interest areas are reflected in the recommendations
that the system makes. For example, a user who historically prefers
comedies to dramas by 2:1 should see a similar ratio in recommended movies. Such approaches have proven to be an important building block for recommendation tasks. However, existing
distribution-aware approaches enforce that the target taste distribution should exactly match a user’s prior interests (typically revealed
through training data), based on the assumption that users’ taste
distribution is fundamentally static. This assumption can lead to
large estimation errors. We empirically identify this taste distortion
problem through a data-driven study over multiple datasets. We
show how taste preferences dynamically shift and how the design
of a calibration mechanism should be designed with these shifts in
mind. We further demonstrate how to incorporate these shifts into
a taste enhanced calibrated recommender system, which results
in simultaneously mitigated both the rabbit hole effect and taste
distortion problem.
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1

INTRODUCTION

One long-standing challenge in recommender systems is the rabbit
hole effect [2, 35, 36]: as the system evolves, the recommended results may concentrate on the main areas of interest of a user, while
the user’s lesser areas of interest can be underrepresented or even
absent. By narrowing down a user’s interest areas and limiting
exploration of new areas, this rabbit hole effect can lead to undesirable (and often unforeseen) outcomes, raising concerns of echo
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chambers [41], fairness [18, 32, 47, 55], and diversity [6, 56]. In one
extreme direction, O’Callaghan et al. observed that users accessing
extreme right video content are likely to be recommended further
extreme right content, leading to immersion in an ideological bubble
in just a few clicks [35].
To address this rabbit hole effect, there are two main research
directions: (i) diversity-focused recommendation, e.g., [3, 4, 13, 24,
26, 56]; and (ii) distribution-aware recommendation, e.g., [1, 27, 41,
53, 54]. Diversity-focused recommendations aim to introduce the
diversification of users’ interests in the recommendations. Some
diversity-focused approaches may use the category of an item or
the genre of a movie as an “interest area” to cover more diverse
aspects [39, 45]. Other methods eschew such explicit aspects in
favor of identifying latent aspects as the basis of diversification
[46]. In another direction, distribution-aware recommendation aims
to ensure that a user’s prior taste distribution (i.e., the distribution of
interest areas) are reflected in the recommendations that a system
makes, so that the system neither over-emphasizes main interest
areas, nor under-serves lesser areas. For example, consider a user
who historically prefers comedies to dramas by 2:1. A distributionaware recommender would aim to make recommendations follow
a similar ratio, whereas a conventional recommender might incrementally focus on comedies to the detriment of dramas. Such an
approach has proven to be an important building block for recommendation tasks [1, 27, 41], and has attracted considerable attention
in the machine learning community [28, 43].
Although both diversity-focused recommenders and distributionaware recommenders may help mitigate the rabbit hole effect, they
further introduce a new taste distortion problem: the taste distribution in recommendation results differs from a user’s actual tastes.
Diversity-focused recommenders aim to cover as many interest
areas as possible in recommendations rather than targeting a user’s
future taste distribution, resulting in the taste distortion problem.
Distribution-aware recommenders enforce that a user’s taste distribution exactly matches the user’s prior ones based on the assumption that this distribution is fundamentally static (i.e., without
considering the dynamic changes and shifts of user’s interests),
leading to the taste distortion issue as well.
To illustrate this taste distortion problem, in Figure 1, we show a
random user in the MovieLens-1M dataset, where her view history
is split into training and testing in chronological order. The xaxis in Figure 1 lists the genres, and the y-axis is the ratio of the
current genre in this user’s entire taste distribution (hence, the
sum is 1). Blue bars show the taste distribution of this user in
the training data. As we can see, this user shows great interest
in drama movies much more than others in the training set. The
recommendation result from a traditional recommender (BPR [37]
in orange) hints at the problem of the rabbit hole effect, as its
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Figure 1: A sample user’s taste distribution on the training set (blue, being the target of the distribution-aware recommendation), BPR predicted results (orange), xQuAD predicted results (green), and testing set (red, being the ground truth). Results
suggest that none of these recommenders can provide the taste distribution in recommendations close to the ground truth.
recommendations skew towards drama even more than what is in
the training distribution. A diversity-focused method (xQuAD [44]
in green) brings more diverse recommendations comparing with the
traditional recommender, while a distribution-aware recommender
aims to maintain the training distribution (in blue). However, none
of these recommendation results are close to the user’s real
taste distribution in the next stage, which is shown by the red
bars and illustrates this user’s strong interests in the horror and
thriller genres.
Hence, our objective is to simultaneously mitigate both the rabbit hole effect and this taste distortion problem. But, how can we
achieve this objective even in the presence of dynamically shifting tastes? And how can we integrate methods to address these
problems into existing recommenders (including both traditional
and recent neural-based ones) without re-training the original recommendation pipeline? Since distribution-aware recommenders
do not only address the rabbit hole effect, but also offer benefits of
interpretability (by respecting a user’s existing preferences) and provide possibilities to control the diversification to avoid undesirable
recommendation [53], we focus in this paper on new distributionaware methods that can also counter the taste distortion problem.
Concretely, we propose a new taste-enhanced calibrated recommender called TecRec that predicts a user’s shift in tastes, and
then incorporate these shifts into a post-ranking framework for an
improved distribution-aware recommendation.
Furthermore, many studies have shown that distribution adjustment and accurate recommendation tend to trade-off with each
other [30, 41]. That is, conventional distribution-aware recommendations will lead to worse prediction accuracy. However, considering users’ dynamic taste shifting enables our proposed method to
provide a better estimation of a user’s real taste distribution. Thus,
one additional benefit of our proposed recommender is the potential of even better recommendations while mitigating the rabbit
hole effect and the taste distortion problem.
In sum, this paper studies the potential of a calibrated recommendation in the presence of dynamic tastes:

• First, we empirically reveal the taste distortion problem
through a data-driven study over multiple datasets, to show
how taste preferences dynamically shift and how a calibration mechanism should be designed with these shifts in mind.
• Then, we propose a Taste-Enhanced Calibrated Recommender
that is designed to firstly predict a user’s shift in preferences,

and then incorporate these shifts into a post-ranking framework for an improved distribution-aware recommendation.
• Finally, we compare the proposed method against traditional
recommenders, sequential recommenders, diversity-focused
recommenders, and conventional distribution-aware recommenders. We show how the taste-enhanced calibration is
complementary to these approaches’ goals and can result
in a high-quality recommendation with that mitigates the
“rabbit hole effect” and “taste distortion” while evolving with
a user’s dynamically shifting tastes.

2

RELATED WORK

This section highlights related works in distribution-aware recommendations, diversity-focused approaches, and sequential recommendations.

2.1

Distribution-aware Recommendation

Recently, Steck proposed a distribution-aware recommendation
(what we refer to as CaliRec in this paper), which focuses on the
distribution of genres in a user’s recommendation list [41]. This
work aims to reflect the user’s interest areas in the recommendation
result to ameliorate the rabbit hole effect through re-processing
the output of other recommender systems. Soon after, Kaya and
Bridge compared Steck’s work with intent-aware recommendations,
and proposed a new version of distribution-aware approaches and
new evaluation metrics [27]. Zhao et al. focused on the distribution of target customers (with respect to certain demographics),
proposing a post-ranking algorithm [53]. These previous studies
in distribution-aware recommendation make the strong assumption that the target distribution for recommended results should
fit the overall distribution in the training data. This assumption
essentially asserts that a user’s preferences are mature and fixed,
and so post-processing should aim to match these fixed preferences.
Furthermore, these and related studies have shown that the distribution adjustment and accurate recommendation tend to trade-off
with each other [30, 41, 53].

2.2

Diversity-focused Approaches

Rather than aiming to match a user’s taste distribution, some methods aim to introduce diversity into the list of ranked results [3, 4, 13,
24, 26, 56]. For example, a diversity-focused recommender may use
the category of an item or the genre of a movie as an “aspect,” with
the aim of covering many diverse aspects [39, 45]. Some methods
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eschew such explicit aspects in favor of identifying latent aspects
as the basis of diversification [46].
These diversity-focused approaches can ameliorate the rabbit
hole effect, but do so in a different fashion from distribution-aware
recommendations. For example, if a user watched 70 romance and
30 action movies, a diversity-focused recommender system would
avoid recommending 100% romance movies; however, it may recommend other genres to achieve diversity, like horror, documentaries, or other genres that are not reflected in the user’s taste
distribution. Therefore, compared with distribution-aware recommendations, diversity-focused recommendations cannot provide
the interpretable diversification and provide possibilities to control
the diversification to avoid undesirable recommendation[53].
Furthermore, diversity-focused and distribution-aware recommender systems also differ in terms of evaluation. Traditional
diversity-focused recommenders use feature-based metrics, such as
α-N DCG [8] or subtopic recall (S-recall) [52]. Again, such metrics
evaluate diversity (e.g., coverage of aspects) of the recommended
results. However, distribution-aware recommender systems evaluate the taste distribution’s closeness in the recommended results
and a target one.

2.3

Sequential Recommendation

Another complementary approach to distribution-aware recommendation is sequential recommendation, which is designed specifically to track a user’s changing interests, e.g., [20, 25, 28, 33, 42].
Sequential recommenders typically combine personalized models
of user behavior with a context defined by a user’s recent activities. For example, Hidasi et al. introduced GRU4Rec which employs
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) to model users’ click sequences for
session-based recommendation [22]. Soon after, they improved their
original work with a version that further boosts Top-N recommendation performance [21]. Kang et al. proposed a self-attention based
sequential recommender system, SASRec, which models the entire
user sequence, and adaptively considers consumed items for prediction [25]. Other sequential recommender systems also achieve
impressive performance, e.g., [20, 49, 50]. These methods use sequential activities to model a user’s latent preferences in the next
stage, however, they are not fundamentally designed with recommendation distribution in mind. Therefore, the resulting recommendations will not respect the requirements of taste distribution (and
again could lead to the rabbit hole effect). In experiments reported
in Section 6, we explore the connection between distribution-aware
approaches and both diversity-focused and sequential-based methods.

3

PRELIMINARIES

Suppose we have user set U, an item set I, and a binary user-item
interaction matrix H ∈ {0, 1} | U |× | I | (where Hu,i = 1 indicates that
user u ∈ U has interacted with item i ∈ I for example). H is split
into tRain (HR ∈ {0, 1} | U |× | I | ), Validation (HV ∈ {0, 1} |U |×|I | ),
and Test (HT ∈ {0, 1} | U |× | I | ) sets by a time-series order. Furthermore, we have explicit labels of interest on the items (e.g., genre,
category, etc.), which we refer to as a genre set G. As one item may
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belong to more than one genre, each item i has a genre vector ci :
h vi,д vi,д
vi,д|G| i
1
2
ci =
,
,··· ,
(1)
Σ
Σ
Σ
Í
where дj ∈ G, Σ =
vi,дj , and vi,дj is a binary variable where
дj ∈ G

vi,дj = 1 if i belongs to genre дj .
Taste Distribution on Training and Testing Sets. In the following, we denote the ground truth taste distribution for a user as q
and the taste distribution in the training set as p.
We define u’s taste ratio for genre дj in the training set as pu,дi :
Í
R
i ∈I Hu,i × ci,дj
pu,дj =
(2)
Í
R
i ∈I Hu,i
R is the entry in u th row and i th column of HR , and HR
where Hu,i
u,i
is 1 if user u interacted with item i in the training dataset. Thus,
user u’s entire taste distribution is:
h
i
pu = pu,д1 , pu,д2 , · · · , pu,д|G| .
(3)

Similarly, we can compute user u’s taste distribution for genre
дj in the test set as qu,дj and the user’s entire taste distribution qu .
For a given historical matrix H, user u’s taste distribution in the
training set pu,дi and in the testing set qu,дj could be a fixed ratio
based on the historic interaction record.
Taste Distribution on Top-K Predicted Results. We represent
a recommender’s predicted results as a score matrix D ∈ R |U |×|I | .
Each value Du,i expresses the predicted score from user u ∈ U to
item i ∈ I. To obtain the Top-k recommended items for user u, we
can return the first k items with the largest predicted score in row
Du,: , calculated as follows (↘ symbolizes descending sort):
i
h
top(u, k) = arg sort Du,1 , Du,2 , · · · , Du, |I |
(4)
↘,k

Top−k

Similarly, we calculate the predicted taste distribution, e
qu
, of
predicted Top-k recommended items top(u, k) for user u as follows:
1Õ
Top−k
e
qu
=
c.
(5)
i ∈top(u,k ) i
k

4

A DATA-DRIVEN STUDY OF TASTE
DISTORTION

The key idea of distribution-aware recommenders is to incorporate
a user’s taste distribution into the recommendation results to potentially benefit recommendations that fit a “desired” taste distribution.
However, a strong assumption that has been widely used is the
target distribution should fit the distribution in the training set (i.e.,
the prior data), while ignoring the dynamic shifting nature of taste
preferences. In this section, we conduct a data-driven study into the
resulting taste distortion problem. Concretely, we define the taste
distortion problem as follows:
Taste distortion problem. Consider a user u with a time-series of
interactions with several items. The taste distribution in the prior
(i.e., training data) is pu , the true distribution in the future (i.e.,
testing data) is qu , and the taste distribution of Top-k recommended
Top−k

items for u by a recommender system is e
qu
. We define the taste
Top−k
distortion as φ(e
qu
, qu ), where φ(·) denotes a distance measure,
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#User

#Item

#Genre

#Interaction

Density

6,040
138,493
60,283

3,706
26744
34,437

18
20
29

1,000,209
20,000,263
814,504

4.468%
0.540%
0.039%

Table 1: Statistics for MovieLens-1M, MovieLens-20M, and
Movie-Tweets datasets.

e.g., Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [31]. The larger this value is,
the worse the estimation of the taste distribution on the test set is.

4.1

Datasets and Setup

We adopt three datasets that contain clearly defined genres, which
help identify a taste distribution, and timestamps for considering
the temporal shifts in these taste distributions. The first dataset is
the MovieLens-1M (abbr. ML-1M) dataset [19], which contains 1
million user-movie interactions collected from 6,040 users and 3,706
movies. The second is the larger MovieLens-20M (abbr. ML-20M)
dataset [19], which contains 20 million user-movie interactions
collected from 138,493 users and 26,744 movies. The third is the
MovieTweets dataset [10], which contains 814,504 user-movie interactions collected from 60,283 users and 34,435 movies. Due to
the sparsity of MovieTweets dataset, we only consider users who
have five or more interactions. More details are shown in Table 1.
To analyze a user’s tastes across different genres, we consider
user-item interactions (e.g., clicks, plays) rather than explicit ratings,
i.e., all interacted user-movie pairs are considered as 1. For each
movie, we use the genre available in each dataset: ML-1M contains
18 genres, ML-20M contains 20 genres, and MovieTweets contains
29 genres. One movie may belong to one or several genres. This
genre information lets us build each user’s explicit taste preference
distribution. We sort each user’s interaction history in chronological
order and split them into Training (60%), Validation (20%), and
Testing (20%) sets. By splitting in chronological order, we emulate
what information is actually available to a recommendation system
(rather than considering a random split of the data that will mix
past and future interactions).
In the following, we study the taste distortion problem in the
context of a standard recommender, Bayesian Personalized Ranking
(BPR) [37], and the conventional distribution-aware recommender
(CaliRec) [41]. Experiments with other tested algorithms show similar results; our emphasis here is on the general problem of taste
distortion that can manifest in recommenders.

4.2

Taste Distortion in Recommendation

We begin with a look at the taste distortion problem through analysis over all three datasets. To compare the distortion between
two taste distributions a and b, we use the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence [31] as the distance measure φ(·), where KL(a||b) = 0
indicates the distributions aдj and bдj are exactly the same for all
дj ∈ G; and a larger KL(a||b) indicates they are more distant. KL(·)
is defined as below:
Õ
bдj
KL(a∥b) = −
aдj log
.
(6)
aдj
дj ∈ G

Figure 2: KL-Divergence between the taste distribution in
training set (p) with the ones in testing set (q), in CaliRec
Top−100
Top−100
results (e
qBPR+CaliRec ), and in BPR results (e
qBPR
).

Figure 3: KL-Divergence between the taste distribution in
ground truth (q) with the ones in training set (p), in CaliRec
Top−100
Top−100
results (e
qBPR+CaliRec ), and in BPR results (e
qBPR
).

Figure 2 shows the KL-divergence for the taste distribution on
the training dataset (p) with the ground truth taste distribution
Top−100
on the testing dataset (q), CaliRec results (e
qBPR+CaliRec ), and BPR
Top−100

results (e
qBPR
). We set the trade-off parameter λ = 0.9 and the
basis recommendation result base = BPR for CaliRec. As we can see,
the taste distributions on the testing set are far from the ones on the
training set. Encouragingly, CaliRec does significantly improve on
BPR, since it is focused on matching the distribution in the training
data. However, the training data is not reflective of the distribution
in the testing data, and so this approach may bring worse accuracy
in the recommendation.
For a comparison from another perspective, Figure 3 shows the
taste distribution on the testing set (q) versus the taste distribution
Top−100
on the training set (p), the CaliRec results (e
qBPR+CaliRec ), and the
Top−100

BPR results (e
qBPR
). Similarly, we observe a large difference of
the distribution between the training set and testing set (note the
KL divergence may differ between KL(a||b) and KL(b||a)). Both
CaliRec and BPR return a poor estimation of the (unknown) taste
distribution in the testing set, which is our ultimate goal. These
results validate our hypothesis that both traditional recommender
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Figure 5: Recommendation results using CaliRec with prior
and real taste distribution. Comparing with the BPR results
(λ = 0), this “oracle” result is consistently better for all tradeoff settings.

Figure 4: Trends of a sample user’s taste overtime in the
training set. As time goes by, this user changed her main
taste through the path of Mystery → Sci-Fi → Comedy →
Romance → War → Drama → Horror.

systems and distribution-aware recommender systems could underserve the ground truth taste distribution. However, it also indicates
that a better estimation of taste distribution may produce more
accurate recommendation results.

4.3

An Example of Taste Distortion

Figure 4 clearly shows the time-series change of the tastes of a random user in the ML-1M dataset. Each row indicates the frequency
of the genres the user interacted with over time. We can observe
that as time goes by, this user changed tastes through the path of
Mystery → Sci-Fi → Comedy → Romance → War → Drama →
Horror. This user’s jump in taste over time goes against the assumption that the taste distribution derived from a user’s entire training
set should be the target preference for the distribution-aware recommendation. Ignoring or underestimating the time-series trends
and change of users’ preferences could bring serious estimation
errors to the distribution-aware recommendation results.

4.4

“Oracle” CaliRec with True Distribution

Finally, we explore the potential of improving distribution-aware
recommendation if the real taste distribution was known. That is,
given a user u, if we know the real (though unknown) distribution
for u in the next stage, how does a conventional distribution-aware
recommender perform? In other words, we would like to use the
real taste distribution qu instead of the prior taste distribution pu as
the target. Of course, qu is not visible to a recommender in practice;
therefore, we refer to this as an “oracle” result. Figure 5 shows the
ideal results by CaliRec using the real taste distribution in the test
set. As we can see, comparing with the base results (λ = 0, i.e.,
unchanged BPR result), this “oracle” result is significantly better
on all trade-off weight settings. This result indicates that a better

estimation of the user’s taste distribution would bring improved
distribution-aware recommendation results.

5

TASTE-ENHANCED CALIBRATED
RECOMMENDATION

Our ultimate objective is mitigating both the rabbit hole effect and
taste distortion simultaneously. Since the distribution-aware recommendation is inherently designed to alleviate the rabbit hole effect,
can we also mitigate taste distortion? One idea is to dynamically
learn the trends and shifts of each user’s taste distribution to better
estimate future taste preferences. Previous studies often learn a
user’s preference from the interactions in an embedded space, e.g.,
[5, 25]; here, rather than the embedded preference, we focus on predicting a user’s explicit preferences based on the given categories of
items. In the following, we introduce a Taste-enhanced calibrated
Recommendation (TecRec) that is designed to learn a user’s shift
in preferences (Section 5.1), and then incorporate these shifts into
a post-ranking framework for improved distribution-aware recommendation (Section 5.2).

5.1

Learning Taste Distribution

Previous studies in distribution-aware recommendation assume a
user’s taste preference should be similar to the historical preference
in the entire training set or in the latest time window [41]. Yet, our
observations in Section 4 show that a user’s preferences frequently
shift in each observed time window. Thus, in the following, we
show how to predict a user’s taste distribution q̂ in the next stage.
Inspired by the time-series trends and changes of users’ preferences
(recall Figure 4), we propose the TecRec distribution prediction
component to learn the evolving taste distribution of users, towards
overcoming the taste distortion problem. We explore the potentials
of neural network approaches to learn these taste shifts.
5.1.1 User’s Taste Sequence. For each user-item interaction (u, i)
for u ∈ U and i ∈ I, we transform the user-item pair into usergenre (u, ci ) pair (refer to Equation 1). In this way, every user’s
historical interaction data could be transferred to a 1 × |G| vector,
which represents the user taste distribution in this timestamp.
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Traditional Recurrent unit (abbr. TRU) [11] takes the previous
latent state ht −1 and current input taste preference pt as input:
ht := σ (Wq pt + Wh ht −1 + b)
where W, b are the weights and bias term for each recurrent unit,
and σ is a nonlinear activation function (tanh in this paper).

Figure 6: TecRec distribution prediction component, which
takes the user’s z prior time-series taste distributions as input, and outputs the predicted taste distribution in the next
stage.

To summarize a user’s taste distribution in each “stage” (over
some duration, which may contain several items), we employ a
hyper-parameter step size, β. That is, we slice the N user-item interaction history into Nβ stages, and each stage summarizes sequential
β items this user interacted with. The taste distribution of each
stage – t – can then be calculated as:
pu,t =

1
×
β

t
Õ

Mu,i, j × ci

(7)

j=t −β +1

M ∈ N | U |× | I |× | T | is a time-expanded binary 3-D matrix from
H, where Mu,i, j = 1 indicates user u and item i have an interaction
at time j.
In addition, we use a hyper-parameter window size, z, that is
how many stages we use to predict the taste distribution at the
next stage t. Our objective is: given a user’s temporal taste distributions [pu,t −z , pu,t −z+1 , · · · , pu,t −1 ], to predict the user’s taste
distribution in the next stage, q̂u,t .
5.1.2 Recurrent Model. Recurrent neural networks have shown
great success in capturing the implicit dynamics of user-item interactions in recommender systems (e.g., [9, 25, 48]). We now explore
the potential of using recurrent neural networks to learn the trends
and changes of a user’s explicit taste. To better understand the structure of TecRec distribution prediction component, Figure 6 shows
a simplified model structure for predicting the taste distribution
for the next stage, q̂t . To this end, TecRec takes the user’s z prior
time-series taste distributions, [pu,t −z , ..., pu,t −1 ], as an input.
In our task, both sequential events (inputs) and predictions (outputs) are the user’s explicit taste preferences (i.e., ratio of each
explicit genre), and this preference vector is highly dense with size
1 × |G|. For this reason, the prior preference sequence will directly
join the next recurrent layer without embedding.
We use ht to represent the latent vector at time t in the recurrent layer. A recurrent layer consists of z recurrent units. Here,
we consider three variants of recurrent units for the task of taste
preference prediction:

Gated Recurrent unit (abbr. GRU) [7] is a variant of traditional
recurrent unit, which introduces two more gates on each unit – an
update gate zt and a reset gate rt – to control the long short-term
dependencies. The update gate zt decides how much information
from previous time steps is going to be retained, while the reset
gate vt determines how much of the previous information is to be
forgotten with another recurrent state e
ht . Lastly, the output ht of
the GRU cell at step t is the weighted sum of the current and the
last hidden state.
Long Short-Term Memory unit (abbr. LSTM-unit) is another
variant of a traditional recurrent unit that has been shown to outperform TRU on numerous temporal processing tasks [14–17, 23].
Comparing with GRU, LSTM-unit introduces more gates: a forget
gate to decide what information should be kept, and an output gate
to decide what the next hidden state should be. Each LSTM-unit
ht consists of input gates it , forget gates ft , output gates ot and
cell activation vector ct at time t.
From the recurrent layer with recurrent units of TRU, GRU, or
LSTM-unit, the final recurrent unit ht −1 outputs a |G|-dimension
vector, which will go through a dense layer and be activated by the
softmax activation function. After activation, the output vector –
the predicted preference ratio for each explicit aspect (i.e., a genre
in our data) – is normalized into the same scale as the input, where
the sum of the vector is 1. This vector would then be our predicted
taste distribution, q̂t , for the next stage t, calculated by:
q̂t := so f tmax(Wdense ht −1 + bdense ).
5.1.3 Learning and Evaluation. In the learning process, we adopt
the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [29] method as the optimizer to train the model, since it yields faster convergence compared
to SGD. To compare the output predicted distribution q̂u,t with the
ground truth qu,t , we use a Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence loss
function, shown below:
 q̂u,д ,t 
Õ
i
L(qu,t , q̂u,t ) = −
qu,дi ,t × log
(8)
q
дi ∈ G

u,дi ,t

Thus, given a regularization weight Φ and sample size N , the
objective function with regularization for the model is to search for
a choice of Θ (which includes all weights and bias term):
1 Õ
arд min
L(q, q̂) + Φ × ∥Θ∥F2 .
(9)
Θ N
Through this step, the optimal predicted taste distribution in the
next state t, q̂u,дi ,t ∀дi ∈ G will be used in the post-ranking stage.

5.2

Post-Ranking Mechanism

As many recommenders are trained in a pairwise manner, many
studies state that one might not be able to include calibration into
the training [41]. Therefore, a standard solution is post-ranking
the predicted list in a post-processing step, which has been widely
used in machine learning approaches [12, 41, 51]. Post-ranking
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approaches could be integrated into existing models without retraining the original model pipeline, bringing great convenience
in practice. Thus, we propose a post-ranking mechanism that calibrates the recommendation result based on the learned “next stage”
taste distribution, toward overcoming the taste distortion problem.
This approach is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Therefore, updating the optimized Tu (Line 4) could be equivalent to:
Õ
Du,v
i ∗ ← arg max(1 − λ) ×
|T
u| + 1
i ∈d\Tu
v ∈Tu ∪{i }
(11)
Õ
Õ
+λ×
q̂дk log
cv,дk
дk ∈ G

Algorithm 1: TecRec Post-ranking Mechanism

1
2

Input: u, Du, : , q̂, λ, Z , k
Output: Tu ;
// Recommendation for u from TecRec
Tu ← ;
h
i
d = arg sort Du, 1, Du, 2, · · · , Du, |I | ;
↘, Z

3
4

while |Tu | < k do
i∗ ←
arg max (1 − λ) ×
i ∈d\Tu

Õ
v ∈Tu ∪{i }

|

{z



Õ
Du,v
− λ × φ q̂,
cv ;
|Tu | + 1
v ∈Tu ∪{i }
} |
{z
}

accuracy term

5
6
7
8

d ← d \ {i ∗ };
Tu ← Tu ∪ {i ∗ } ;

calibration term

// Update current optimal result

end
return Tu ;

To obtain the calibrated results, TecRec takes as input a user u,
predicted relevance scores Du,: , u’s learned taste distributions q̂
(introduced in 5.1), a trade-off parameter λ, a candidates boundary
Z (introduced below), and a required recommendation length k. To
re-rank the Top-k most relevant items and let users’ taste distribution e
qTecRec be as close to our learned distribution q̂, we consider
the accuracy and closeness of distributions together for the ranking
optimization. We can obtain the optimized new item list, Tu , for
user u as Algorithm 1 lines 3-6, where λ ∈ [0, 1] is the calibration
weight to control the balance between the original recommendation
results and the distribution metric, and recommendation score Du,:
is provided from any base recommender system. Directly using the
KL-divergence as the calibration function φ(·) to find the optimal
set Tu is a combinatorial optimization problem and NP-hard [41].
Prior research [40] has shown that the greedy optimization of this
problem could be equivalent to the greedy optimization of a surrogate submodular function. Hence, we can re-write the calibration
term, φ(·), in Algorithm 1 Line 4 as follows:




Õ
Õ
φ q̂,
cv = KL q̂||
cv
v ∈T∪{i }

v ∈Tu ∪{i }

Í
=−

Õ
дk ∈ G

=−

q̂дk × log

 Õ
дk ∈ G

q̂дk log

v ∈Tu ∪{i }

cv,дk !

q̂дk
Õ

v ∈Tu ∪{i }

cv,дk −

Õ
дk ∈ G


q̂дk log q̂дk

Õ
Õ
= Entropy(u) −
q̂дk log
cv,дk
| {z } д ∈ G
v ∈Tu ∪{i }
k
constant

(10)

v ∈Tu ∪{i }

where the greedy optimization of submodular functions achieves a
(1 − e1 ) guarantee of optimality (e is Euler’s number) [34].
Top-Z Selection for Post-ranking. To add each item into the calibrated recommendation results, a traditional post-ranking method
would go through the entire candidate item list, top(u, |I|) with the
size of |I|), then select the one with the most optimal KL-weighted
score. To save running time and maintain prediction quality, for
each iteration to choose the optimal item to add into calibrated
recommendation results, instead of going through the entire list of
top(u, |I|), we only consider the Top-Z items in top(u, |I|), where
Z is also a given hyper-parameter for Algorithm 1. In our experiments, we set Z as 30 times the number of valid genres for G (e.g.,
Z = 540 for |G| = 18 in the MovieLens-1M dataset).
The benefits of only selecting candidates from the Top-Z items in
the top(u, Z ) rather than the entire item set are not only significantly
faster processing time (Z ≪ |I|), but also further ensuring recommendation quality. That is, we need not engage our post-ranking
algorithm with items on the bottom of top(u, |I|), although it may
slightly improve KL-divergence.

6

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments over the three
datasets introduced in Section 4.1. Our goal is to examine the proposed distribution-aware recommendation in the presence of dynamic tastes, to achieve the ultimate goal of simultaneously mitigating both the rabbit hole effect and the taste distortion problem.
We focus on two main questions: How well can we mitigate the
taste distortion problem? And what impact does this have on recommendation?

6.1

Mitigating Taste Distortion

We begin by examining how well TecRec learns the evolving taste
distribution of users. We first discuss hyper-parameter tuning, in
terms of the step size and window size. Then, we analyze the results of TecRec with special attention to alternative approaches,
including two diversity-focused recommenders (xQuAD and SPAD),
a traditional accuracy-based recommender (BPR), and a popular
sequential recommender system (SASRec).
To better reflect user’s taste distribution in a stage, we employ a
hyper-parameter step size – β – which selects consecutive β movies
as a watching stage. βu = 1 treats every watched movie as an
individual series, which may not sufficiently express a user’s taste
Í
R treats all watched movies
distribution at that time. βu = i ∈I Hu,i
as one single series to reflect the user’s taste distribution (in essence,
the standard assumption in the literature). The objective of tuning
this hyper-parameter is to find an optimal value of step size to
sufficiently express a user’s taste distribution and effectively avoid
the effects of outliers and noise.
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6.1.2 Comparison with Alternatives. To compare the learning performance of TecRec for predicting a user’s taste distribution, we
choose the three variants of the recurrent unit (TRU, GRU, and
LSTM-unit) for TecRec and six competitor methods: two widelyused assumptions (allTrain and lastTrain), an accuracy-driven recommender (BPR), a sequential recommender (SASRec), and two
diversity-focused recommenders (xQuAD and SPAD), briefly introduced as below:

Figure 7: Hyper-parameters tuning for TecRec Distribution
Prediction Component.

6.1.1 Hyper-parameter Tuning. Figure 7 first shows the effects of
step size on the KL-divergence. The result of hyper-parameter tuning suggests the KL-divergence firstly decreases with the growth
of step size β. After a minimal value (β = 4 for ML-1M and MovieTweets and β = 8 for ML-20M), KL-divergence sharply increases.
Too small step size brings more outliers and noise into the training
and may not represent a user’s taste at a certain stage. Conversely,
too large step size would flatten the taste preference and may not
have a strong ability to express the shift from one genre to another.
We also tune another hyper-parameter of the model – window
size (z, or lag value). Unlike the step size, which is to determine the
number of movies in each window (stage), window size determines
how many prior windows (stages) should be used for prediction.
Recall our TecRec is a many-to-one recurrent model, which utilizes
previous taste preference sequence – [pt −z , pt −z+1 , ..., pt −1 ] – as
the inputs to predict the taste distribution in the next stage q̂t .
Figure 7 also shows the effects of window size on the KL-divergence.
Similar to the step size, a too-small window size indicates there is no
overlap in the training set, then it would be equivalent to not using
a time relationship between elements of the training set of taste
sequence. However, due to the limited number of user interactions,
a too-large window size indicates we have to lose many cold users
in the training set, which would also harm the model’s training
performance. In the following, we set the window size z = 3 for
ML-20M and MovieTweets dataset, and set z = 7 for ML-1M dataset;
and we set the step size β = 4 for ML-1M and MovieTweets and
β = 8 for ML-20M, based on the tuning results.

• allTrain: this widely-used method assumes taste distribution should be the same as the historical distribution in the
training set;
• lastTrain: this method assumes the taste distribution in the
next observed window should be similar to the latest time
window in the training set;
• BPR: a traditional accuracy-driven recommender with a
generic optimization criterion for optimal personalized ranking [37];
• SASRec: a popular sequential recommender using a twolayer Transformer decoder to capture user’s sequential behaviors and achieving state-of-the-art results [25];
• xQuAD: a diversity-focused recommender proposed in [44]
adapted from the Query Aspect Diversification framework
[38], where user u’s preferences are formulated as a probability distribution over aspects (i.e., genres);
• SPAD: a variant of xQuAD proposed in [26], which uses the
same objective function and greedy post-ranking approach
as xQuAD, but uses sub-profiles as aspects to model the
user’s interests rather than item features.
Since the ground truth in the next window has a fixed size (i.e.,
β), for the two diversity-focused recommenders and the sequential recommender, we measure the taste distribution from their
Top−10 Top−10 Top−10
Top-10 recommended results, i.e., e
qxQuAD , e
qSPAD , e
qBPR , and
Top−10

e
qSASRec . Recall that these methods aim for diversity or to better
capture a user’s dynamic shifts in preference; however, they are
not designed with recommendation distribution in mind, so the
resulting recommendations will not respect the requirements of
taste distribution.
Figure 8 shows the results for dynamically learning and predicting users’ taste distribution in the testing set for all three datasets.
In terms of KL-divergence between the true taste distributions and
the predicted ones, TecRec-LSTM performs the best among all baseline methods. First of all, for the intra-comparison of the baselines,
lastTrain performs worse than allTrain and most others, which
indicates users may not always follow the latest taste in the next
watching stage. TecRec-LSTM improves over 30%+ from allTrain
and over 40%+ from lastTrain on all datasets. Secondly, traditional
diversity-focused recommenders, xQuAD and SPAD, perform worse
than the baseline allTrain, which indicates that these methods may
improve the latent diversity of the recommendation results; however, they do not follow the distribution-sensitive requirements of
distribution-aware recommendation. Similar results hold for BPR
and the sequential recommender SASRec. Thirdly, the time-seriesbased neural network models with three types of recurrent units
obtain significantly better results than the others, which suggests
that the pattern of taste shifts could be recognized and learned by
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Figure 8: Dynamic taste distribution prediction results.
to now, TecRec shows the effectiveness and robustness to simultaneously ameliorate both the rabbit hole effect and taste distortion.
However, what impact does TecRec have on recommendation?

6.2

Figure 9: KL-divergence between the true distribution q with
Top−k
Top−k
e
qCaliRec and e
qTecRec on all calibration trade-off settings.

these models. Of the three variants of TecRec, the one with LSTMunit results in the best prediction results (and so will be used in the
discussions in Section 6.2), though the particular choice appears
not to be critical.
6.1.3 Calibration Trade-off λ. Recall that we can control the degree
of calibration with λ, a “customized” knob to control the influence
of calibration which is widely used (e.g., [12, 41, 54]). With a choice
of λ = 0, we default to the baseline recommender (e.g., BPR). Figure
9 shows the impact of calibration on both CaliRec and the proposed
TecRec in terms of the KL-divergence between the true taste distribution and the taste distribution of final recommended items.
Solid lines correspond to CaliRec, and dashed lines for TecRec. As
we can see, comparing with the results from CaliRec, the results
by our proposed methods have significantly lower KL-divergence
on each calibration-weight settings. One of the interesting observations from the three solid lines is, in both the BPR (λ = 0) and
CaliRec (λ > 0) results, a larger K is often accompanied by a better
KL-divergence (meaning less taste distortion). This may indicate
that recommendation accuracy would be worse with a smaller K
(recall that a wrongly assumed taste distribution would result in
worse recommendation accuracy), which we will validate below.
We also observe that the improvement from CaliRec is more impressive when K is small, e.g., K = 5. For example, when λ = 0.5,
the KL@5 is improved 37.7% (from 2.23 to 1.39), which is more than
the improvement of KL@10 (24.1%) and KL@15 (15.9%). Besides,
we also observe that the KL-divergence could not be 0 due to the
predicted error of taste distribution and the Top-Z selection mechanism, even if we set a large calibration weight, e.g., λ = 0.99. Up

Improving Recommendation

Our previous experiments demonstrate the viability of mitigating the taste distortion problem by predicted a distribution that
is close to the real taste distribution, compared with two widelyused assumptions (allTrain and lastTrain), an accuracy-driven recommender (BPR), a sequential recommender (SASRec), and two
diversity-focused recommenders (xQuAD and SPAD). Next, we explore the impact on recommendation results using this predicted distribution. We consider two variants of the proposed Taste-enhanced
calibrated Recommender based on the two accuracy-driven recommenders: BPR and SASRec. Recall that the TecRec post-ranking
component can be adapted to the recommendation results of
any base recommender without re-training.
For fair comparison, we consider the first stage – which contains
β (step size, β = 4 for ML-1M and Movie-Tweetings dataset and β =
8 for ML-20M dataset) movies – in the test set as the ground truth.
Since the length of ground truth data is fixed, we use Recall@K
and N DCG@K as the evaluation metrics.
Table 2 first shows the recommendation results on the ML-1M
dataset (the other two datasets present similar observations and
results) comparing with CaliRec for different settings of the calibration weight and the two base recommenders (BPR and SASRec). Column ∆CaliRec presents our improvement rate of recommendation
performance from CaliRec. On the one hand, TecRec obtains better
results (Recall@K and N DCG@K) than the traditional CaliRec algorithm. For example, when we set the calibration weight λ = 0.75,
Recall@10 improves 59.7% from BPR + CaliRec and 42.0% from
SASRec + CaliRec settings, respectively. This improvement indicates that a reasonable estimation of users’ taste distribution would
provide not only a more reasonable recommender list but also more
accurate results.
Table 2 also shows the comparison of the recommendation results between the proposed TecRec with BPR and SASRec (refer to
Column ∆Base ). The Recall@K and N DCG@K improves in most
of the calibration-weight settings (except λ = 0.99), e.g., when we
set the calibration weight λ = 0.5, Recall@10 improves 10.5% from
BPR and 4.3% from SASRec, respectively. Firstly, this improvement
shows that there is not necessarily a trade-off between the distribution adjustment and accurate recommendation. A better estimation
of taste distribution will produce more accurate recommendation
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∆CaliRec

+ CaliRec

NDCG@10
+ TecRec
∆Base

∆CaliRec

BPR

Recall@10
+ TecRec
∆Base

λ
λ
λ
λ
λ

=0
=0.25
=0.5
=0.75
=0.99

0.1182
0.1166
0.1106
0.0858
0.0264

0.1182
0.1244
0.1306
0.1370
0.0887

+5.25%
+10.49%
+15.91%
-24.96%

+6.69%
+18.08%
+59.67%
+235.98%

0.1975
0.1939
0.1827
0.1687
0.1274

0.1975
0.2053
0.2198
0.2103
0.1763

+3.95%
+11.29%
+6.48%
-10.73%

+5.88%
+20.31%
+24.66%
+38.38%

SASRec

+ CaliRec

Xing Zhao, Ziwei Zhu, and James Caverlee

λ
λ
λ
λ
λ

=0
=0.25
=0.5
=0.75
=0.99

0.1396
0.1284
0.1172
0.1027
0.0610

0.1396
0.1426
0.1456
0.1458
0.1033

+2.15%
+4.30%
+4.44%
-26.00%

+11.06%
+24.18%
+41.97%
+69.34%

0.2368
0.2252
0.2124
0.1912
0.1077

0.2368
0.2421
0.2527
0.2468
0.1718

+2.25%
+6.73%
+4.25%
-27.44%

+7.51%
+18.99%
+29.11%
+59.55%

Table 2: Recommendation results, Recall@10 and NDCG@10 on ML-1M dataset by setting different calibration weights.
Columns ∆Base shows the improvement of our proposed TecRec from two basis recommenders, BPR and SASRec. And ∆CaliRec
shows the improvement from CaliRec.

results. Secondly, the recommendation results improve by different amounts for different base methods (e.g., ∆BP R = 10.5% v.s.
∆SAS Rec = 4.3%). One possible reason for the larger improvements
of BPR + TecRec over BPR is TecRec’s inherent consideration of
sequence (which is absent from BPR). In contrast, the improvement
over SASRec is smaller, possibly since sequence is already part of
that method. Note however that conventional sequential recommenders are still limited in addressing “taste distortion”, which uses
explicit categories as the preference rule (refer to Figure 8). Third,
comparing the results with the oracle results (refer to Figure 5),
there is still much room for improvement by better estimating the
taste distribution.
Besides, for evaluating the recommendation results in all aspects,
we also display the Recall@K and N DCG@K comparing TecRec
with CaliRec with the same base – SASRec – on Figure 10. For each
setting of K, TecRec performs better than CaliRec for all settings
of calibration trade-off, λ, and performs even better than SASRec
for most settings of λ (excepts λ = 0.99). More specifically, with
the growth of K, the improvement from the CaliRec increases more
quickly (refer to Figure 10). For example, when we set λ = 0.75 on
the ML-1M dataset, comparing with the 34.6% improvement from
SASRec + CaliRec on Recall@5 results, the improvement increases
to 42.0% and 43.4% on Recall@10 and Recall@15 recommendations,
respectively. However, on the contrary, this improvement from the
base recommender only increases more slowly. For example, when
λ = 0.75, comparing with the 4.59% improvement from SASRec on
Recall@5 results, the improvement drops to 4.44% and 3.40% on
Recall@10 and Recall@15 recommendations, respectively. Similar
observations and results are presented on N DCG@K. One explanation is traditional methods provide less taste distortion when K
is larger (recall Figure 9). Another explanation is that every user’s
testing data has been set to only the next stage with β movies.
Therefore, the positive effect from the predicted taste distribution
could be tapering off. This observation also motivates our continued
research: how can we accurately predict users’ taste distribution
for the next few stages, rather than just one?

Figure 10: Recommendation results comparison: CaliRec
and TecRec with the same base SASRec on ML-1M dataset.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we first identified the taste distortion problem, and
empirically showed the prevalence of this problem through a datadriven study. Then, we proposed a Taste-enhanced calibrated Recommender (TecRec) that incorporates a time-series neural network
sub-model to predict users’ preference shifts. Results show TecRec
improves both taste distribution estimation (i.e., mitigating both
the rabbit hole effect and the taste distortion problem) and recommendation quality, compared with traditional distribution-aware
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recommenders, as well as diversity-focused and sequential recommenders. Besides, the proposed recommender offers interpretable
taste distribution (by respecting a user’s existing preferences), and
can be integrated into existing recommenders without re-training
the original recommendation pipeline.
Motivated by the “oracle” results, we observed considerable room
to improve the recommendation results using a better estimation of
taste distribution. In our future work, we would like to introduce a
more advanced time-series model to study users’ taste distribution.
Also, we plan to propose an end-to-end recommender that could
monitor and detect in real-time the distribution shifts and calibrate
it during the recommendation process. Another direction is to
incorporate cyclical patterns of user preferences. For example, a
user’s preference for fashion may change over the course of a year,
but return to Christmas styles during the holiday season. Hence,
we need not only more extended memory of the prediction model,
but also a more accurate and self-controlled timing slice and more
flexible learning mechanism.
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